
ERNI Press-Fit Technology

Component Placement Tools and Know-How



Extra vergine quality.

We hope that this culinary reference is not taken amiss. After all, the term „virgin

oil cold-pressed from hand-picked olives“ is a sign of the highest quality, not only

for gourmets but also for electrical engineers and electronics technicians.

Indeed, pressing hand-picked components into printed-circuit boards is the

process of choice for many electrical engineering applications. In this respect, ERNI

press-fit technology creates mechanically and electrically stable, gastight connections

without soldering, thermal stress or the need for additional fastenings. Indeed, press-

fit technology offers decided advantages, particularly in the case of complex, multi-

layer PCBs, multipole connections, large-format shields and bilateral placement. In

view of the fact that modern communication and data technology is becoming more

efficient, more compact and more demanding, ERNI press-fit technology is clearly

on the path to success.

This brochure describes the latest developments in ERNI press-fit technology,

namely:

·   devices and machines that will enable you to perform your own PCB production

·   know-how and services that will provide you a head start on quality and 

productivity.



An Honourable Type of One-Armed Bandit.

Generally speaking, a one-armed bandit takes your money in return for the promise of fantastic earnings. In the case

of our one-armed machines, we also take your money but your chance of making good earnings is pretty certain.

Namely by using the press-fit principle for fast and reliable component placement. At one pull of the lever – and the

machine can be equipped for left-hand operation – the hydropneumatic converter presses the component into the

PCB with power applied precisely along the entire length of the stroke.

The presses, which ERNI offers in various versions, work according to a simple but reliable principle: the prin-

ted-circuit board is laid between adjustable guide rails and then pushed under the tool; after this, the component is

inserted and the lever is pulled. The manually-actuated stroke centres the component and then presses it into the

PCB at a maximum of 60 or 100 kN (depending on version) over the last 4 mm of the press-in stroke.

Press-in force and PCB thickness are monitored to 
guarantee constant quality.

Press-fit appliance with PCB thickness monitor and drop-
down tool underpart.

The basic principle of an ERNI hydro-
pneumatic hand-lever press equipped
with a control unit and sliding table.



In mathematical terms, this amount of pressure is enough to press 1000 or 1650 contacts of the ERmet connector in

a single operation. The advantage of the hydropneumatic process is that it evenly distributes pressure over the entire

length of the stroke. ERNI presses can also be adapted to meet customer wishes. The tool, which is inserted from the

front or the side and fixed into place with a pin, can be mounted to a quick-change adapter, for example. An electro-

nic monitor can also be provided to check PCB thickness, press-in force and the automatic table lowering option.

Safety features can be included, such as actuation of hydraulic mechanism via an additional switch in order to pro-

tect operator, tool and material from faulty operation.

If a further component  has to be pressed-in, the tool is simply exchanged and the PCB re-aligned on the sli-

ding table. This is continued until the PCB is completed. The method is not only easy, fast and flexible, it is also

extremely reliable thanks to the electronic control option, and is suitable for both individual PCBs and small series.

Modular tool assembly for the ERmet connector system.

Tool set for equipping PCBs with right angle connectors at 
a single pull of the lever.



Automatic All the Way: The EPC II Ernipress Center.

Unlike the unusually archaic methods generally used to place components onto high-tech PCBs, the new EPC II

Ernipress Center is semi-automatic.

In this system, flexible tasks, such as loading and unloading the PCBs and inserting the components, are per-

formed by the operator, while standardised tasks, such as parts alignment and the application of precisely-measured

pressure, are carried out by the machine. We have accordingly given it a maximum power rating of 100 kN. This is

enough to simultaneously insert several components over a length of 300 mm. Operated accordingly, up to 20 pres-

sing operations a minute can be achieved with the EPC II.

EPC IIAs the name reveals, we developed the EPC II after the EPC I
(which is described overleaf). The EPC II differs from the EPC
I in that it does not solely provide automated processes, as for
component handling. Rather, it involves both manual and auto-
matic operations. This simplifies the design and enables the
EPC II to soon pay its way, even on small series.

The EPC II has been developed in response to demands
for a flexible and efficient unit for equipping small PCB series.

Loading unit for pre-equipped PCBs.



The positioning table has enough room for PCBs up to 500 x 500 mm in size, whereby the boards can be equipped

with all standard connectors, such as the ERmet, DIN 41612 and D-Sub models, as well as special versions.

The EPC II can be reset in a matter of minutes. Devices that lift out the PCB after component placement are

also available to facilitate retooling.

This ensures that the EPC II is unusually fast and flexible in use, making it the ideal economical solution for

series featuring as few as 20 PCBs.

Example of an application

Magazine for five tool underparts



Total view of the EPC I
Ernipress Center 

at assembly stage 4

Automatic component loading

Magazine for lower tools

Turn On the Machine and Put Your Feet Up.

This somewhat relaxed approach is an indication of what you can expect from the EPC I Ernipress Center: fully

automatic component placement. When provided with all possible modules and programmed respectively, the EPC I

automatically performs just about all the processes and operations involved. These include:

• loading and aligning of up to ten different components from differing magazines

• optoelectronic monitoring and positioning of components with an accuracy of ±0.03 mm  

• PCB guiding, positioning, fixing and ejecting

• magazine-supported upper and lower tool change

• press-in of any number of components at defined press-in forces on both sides

Naturally, the bit about putting your feet up is only meant symbolically, since the operator is kept on his feet reple-

nishing the component magazine and programming the unit. However, thanks to the menu-driven interface, he’ll

Positioning table
An automatic clamping fea-
ture fixes the PCB into place
on the positioning table, whe-
reupon two linear motors 
featuring an integrated path-
measuring system move it
beneath the press-fit tool. The
aperture size of 900 x 610 mm
enables the machine to handle
unusually large PCBs.



even find even tapping in commands a restful occupation. This ease of programming makes it easy to reset the

machine and guarantees high flexibility.

The EPC I offers the attributes listed above when completely assembled. However, it is also possible to start on

a smaller scale. The basic module provides the press-fit device, complete with an automatic positioning table and the

automatic tool change feature. Everything else, such as loading the PCBs and inserting the components, is done by

hand. Once quantities rise, modules can be added on to enable automatic lower tool changing, optoelectronic moni-

toring, component loading and automatic PCB handling.

The production capacity provided by a fully equipped EPC I is only worth while when large series are involved.

Since many companies are unable to use such a unit to full capacity, we have set one up at our plant to equip PCBs for

our customers. Cooperation in such cases often begins at the PCB design and layout stage to fully exploit the possibili-

ties offered by press-fit technology. It is worthwhile to contact us as early as possible to benefit from our know-how.

PCB feed fixture

The optoelectronic feature
detects the position of the
components on the basis of
comparison with a database,
positions them with an accu-
racy of ±0.03 mm and also
checks the contacts.

Example of an application



The Technology to Go with the Process.

The Ernipress Center machines are just part of our range of products and services. PCB layout, production, compo-

nent placement and quality assurance are also part of the services we offer as a connector systems partner.

Wherever communication technology and data processing require high data capacities, a high level of integra-

tion and reliable electromagnetic compatibility and electrostatic discharge protection, ERNI is always at the fore of

developments. Our offerings are centred around our connector systems, which satisfy practically all connection

engineering demands. Our systems include the SMC connectors, in the 1.27 mm grid, the D-Sub connectors (also

available in right angle press-fit technology), high density connectors in accordance with DIN 41612 and featuring a

maximum 460 contacts on metrical plug-in cards, ERmet connectors for the industrial CompactPCI bus, and so on.

The future has begun:
ERmet 2.0 mm.

DIN 41 612 and no end in
sight. ERNI has currently deve-
loped and is producing a new
female connector generation
with the name ERcom so that
you can continue to rely on our
proven family of  connectors
well into the future.

The power supply connection
is pressed into the bus PCB
according to the solderless
press-fit technique.



As a complement to our high-quality connectors, we have also developed suitable casings, such as the universal bus

interface connector ERbic or the KSG cable housing for D-Sub connectors. These are distinguished by features of

particular importance in practical conditions, such as great flexibility, optimal EMC and ESD shielding and differing

cable outlets.

Our philosophy is to provide customers with all they need from a single source and is the result of decades of

close cooperation with our client base. During this time, demands have grown, requiring the highest quality stan-

dards in even apparently insignificant peripheral components to ensure the performance of the overall system. Our

customers appreciate our extensive competence and consult us at the outset of projects for solutions customised to

their requirements.

Why not join them?

ERNI SMC, 
the young family of 1.27-mm-
grid connectors

ERNI offers filtered contacts
for D-Sub connectors 


